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SCIENCE PROPHESIES THE FUTURE OF THE RACE. I the races will congregate in masses on smaller areas of ter-
M. Alphonse de Candolles is to be credited with the strik- restrial surface. 'rhis concentration will be enforced by 

ingly original idea of applying the principle of the Dar- other causes, as, combustibles and metals being scarce, in
winian theory to determine, not the past, but the future of tercommunication will be difficult; through the depression 
the human race. That principle he defines as "the forced of mountain chains diminishing the condensation of aqueous 
adaptation of organized beings to sun-ounding circumstances vapors, now fertile countries will become sterile, and popu
of every kind, the result of which is that the modifications lations will accordingly diminish. Then, as the continents 
preserved are sometimes good sometimes bad that is accord- deprived of mountains become partial deserts or archipela
ing to our human conception 'of what is good' or bad:" Rea· goes, the people will become more and more maritime. They 
soning from the truths determined as to the past history of will draw their sustenance from the sea, which will form a 

O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. the world as demonstrated by geology, and from the known barrier to the mingling of races. The whites who will avoid 
====--._-.-_.--- �_" _cc ------ records ofthe origin and progress, extinction or growth, of the equatorial regions will suffer most from ice invasions from 

TERMS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. various types of mankind which have existed or now exist the poles; and the colored races in the central archipelagoes, 
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The Scientific AJDerlcan SuppleJDcnt 
that org�mzed bemgs endowed With Will and the faculty of 0 recapltu a e, . e an 0 es e leves t at our perlO 

is a distinct paper from the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN. THE SUPPLEMENT locomotIOn always seek to adapt themselves to their environ- and that which will follow for the next thousand years will 
�'l,���'it'hlf��);{l� :��r*it'fiug;,�i��j'-ig��i�I���:o���:s iiit�u�:g.1���� ment, and none do so more effectually than man, because of be characterized by a great increase in population, a mingling 
i8�����L���':,�'�1·��reJ';al��:ttl:oJ';f,�ut?tt':,b����t�;: Single copies his superior intelligence. Secondly, that those individuals of races, alld a prosperity more or les3 marked. Then will 

Combine.l Rates. -The SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMEN'l' ' least able thus to accommod�te themselves are most likely probably follow a long period of diminution of population, 
�!�e�: t�e��ef�ad���l�:�i1fe��:f�lfr'i,�,s�� ��c�:r.tr�J. seven dollars. Both 
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I 
to perish, alld hence populations are principally recruited by of separation of the peoples, and of decadence. 
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�he new""g�llts. _ Thirdly, that the violent contests between nations and indi- A very handsome compliment has just been paid to the 
viduals accelerate modifications and adaptations to new cir- Umted States by the Secretary of the Geological Society of VOL. XXXVI.. No.9. [NEW SERIES.] Thirty-second 1'ear. I '11 b 'd h '  'd ' h b Ed' b h S i d W 't' d d f J 20 t __________________________ , cumstances. t WI e eVI ent t at, m COnsl ermg t e su - m urg , cot an . n mg un er ate 0 anuary , 0  

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCR 3,1877. . ; ject, two possible conditions of the race at once present them- announce the election of Professor F. V.  Hayden as Foreign 
=====� .... ===""C"'============........ sel�es, or rather two questions are before us to answer: Corresponding Fellow, the secretary justifies the defence of 

(lliustrated article�:':�:::� with an asterisk.) I What will be the state of mankind one thousand years hence, American science by Dr. Draper (see SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
Air into a vacuum (59) ............. 139 Microscope. power of a (75) ....... 1391 during which period it is reasonably certain that the physical page 360, vol. xxxv.) and says: "I am glad to take this op-
illg�:: ��:;-�W�(l:)::::::: : .':::: Iill! Mg�elog�;a�Ji�;biiciiiio�::.'.':: �� conditions which affect the species will remain stable? And portunity of stating that, in the opinion of myself and my 
i���:i';¥�i���;.�;gg�tdeg{s::.'::: IrJ �!t;�::[:�l�:,ifJsr .. (�!.'.'::.'::: �g� I what will be the state of mankind several hundred thousand scientific friends in this city, no government in the world 
Antlers. cleaning deers' (69) . . . • • •  .139 Palnt fqr.paper pai S (51) . .. ...... 189, years in the future when vast cosmical changes may possi-' equals that of the United States in the liberality, importance, Anvil. temperm� an �34) .......... 138 Pamt. silICate of soda. etc. (4) .... 138 ' 

��rs�scbi:��� (�9)�:::::.'.':::::: �� �:r�':tfrJ:�sl��;·,:e;,eiit:: . .':.:::: �g� I bly have occurred? and, I may add, magnificence of its don ations to scientific 
�:u�:::�ng� �ra11��looi:::::::::: ��� �:���l:: (}tW��\"tl����.��relg.�:: Hll' The period of one thousand years is an extremely short one societies throughout the civilized globe. Beside it the liber
��yl'i,�������;."�l��·.��.�:·.::::::: �� f:t�1��a��:i.lt�sp��cticiil.::::: i� in the earth's history. We have historic documents dating ality of the British Government, even to British societies, 
�gll��s��!':i�':;ent' of rOO):.:::: �� �l�.r.IT�·ttI:�:u'itT(�)��c: .(�!::: 19ij I �ven further back; and since their origin, no material change sinks into insignificance." 
Boilers. water in (58) ............... 139 Planets. eccentricity of (36)... 138 ,Ill climate has taken place. nor have the configurations of This is as it should be. It is the very best policy of a Boracic acid. testIng for .......... 134 Planing mill machinery ......... . ]35 ' 1 d . . .  l'k f S . .  1 .. Brass. casting (31) .................. 138 Policy. a good ...................... 128 the g obe altere . The suppositIOn of a contmuation of government I e ours to avor CIence m every egltlmate Bromide potassium solution (41) .. 139 Postage stamp frauds ............. 135 t h . al d' . d '  1 . f A I ' d bt d t S; t h d Bullet. speed of a (8) .... ......... 138 Potassium and p"tassa salts ..... 13'J, pres en p ySIC con ItlOns urmg severa generatIOns 0 way. s a peop e, our m e e ness 0 cIence a ome an BUSIness and personal. ........... 138 Practical mechanism-No. 21* .... 132 I • h bl d h b . d '  . 1 . 1 I f ' d Capital and labor .................. 135 Projecting spectral new method 1321 man IS t us presuma e; an suc emg the case, two phe- abroa IS simp y Immeasurab e. t has urmshe the true 
8:�e�\rig;::U�ber:·eic:·{i9y ....... ::: m ���re�!e6�·fa�'lfe°;;a'it'tt"n�f(�) .... I�, nomena may be foreseen, namely: The land will be more basis of our national culture. It has made our agriculture 
8:?6�s����e�l!i:�rUiiig ·{is).':::: U� K��ls. �:r..ry �l;e ��?!::::::::::::: l� thickly inhabited, for everywhere the population is increasing what it is-the source of national wealth and strength. It 
Drill�. sizes of (27) .................. 138 S�ffranine (43) ... .. . ................ 139 and seeking new places of abode' and as a consequence has enabled us to become the great manufacturing country Eads success. CaptaIn .... ....... ]33 Salesman, a machine ............. 134 , , 
It�g����r:���::I\'ii:!'c1;&"{)mID.�(�� l� ��UCr!ig :���erM��:::::::::::::}� there will be more frequent mingling of races. Conformably to of the world, and has done more to further the speedy de-
1!;'��g;,r���:�rar33r�:(:�)·::.: i� ��Pe°��� proj;hesiestli,; future::: gt the doctrines of natural selection and survival of the fittest, the velopment of our mineral and other material resources than 
1��1��::E:6t�i't1g:�H�2� ... : .

.. ::: l� �ll.';.',';��r�r.;��:;'��h�i�g·(��.:::}� weaker races must then either be destroyed or absorbed by any other agency. We do well therefore to deal liberally 
Engines. sm:B:l(76) ................. 139 Soap. hardening (42) ............... 139 the stronger ones. This is already taking place with the with Science at home and to be lavish rather than niggardly Eye. trouble WIth the (37) . . . . . . . . •  139 Sores on horses (52) . . .. .. . . . . ...... 139 I Greenhouses. plants in (7". 78) .... 139 Stains of smoke. etc. (3) ........... 138 ndians, the Australians the Hottentots and other aboriginal in distributing abroad the results of our scientific surveys Gyroscope, action of a (7). .... . ... 138 Steam. per horse power (67) ....... 139 'b Th ' '

d d '  d . 1 . . .  Hammers. forging (32) ............ 138 Steam pressure in pipes (58) ...... 139 tn es. ere are three great races, however, en owe With an expenmenta mvestlgatlOns. Hams. covering for (12) ........... 138 Steamers. British war .. .. . ........ 134 d . bl l't' f '  . h' h '11 . . h th ' Th' 1" . 1 1 h f t t Harpy eagle, the, .................. 135 Steel and iron. welding (29) . . . . . . .  138 a mira e qua l ies or mvaslOn, w IC WI mix Wit e m- IS po ICy IS partlCu ar y wort y 0 encouragemen a Hen house. to build a (71) ......... 189 Street cars· ........................ 131 f . 1 d' t '  st Th thO t t' H'th t ff t h b d t 'd How we are able to do it ....... 129 Tannate of caffeine £40) ............ 139 enor races more or ess, accor Ing 0 circum ances. ese IS presen . Ime. I er 0 no e or as een spare 0 al 
I�'Zii:g��I�ft�t�{i5)· ... :· ..... · ... :::::::: l� i�l��f,�':.� ��f�:!:'phs!iiiore::::::: l� are the white race, represented by the Europeans and their and encourage emi.gration: with what succestl and profit 
!�ou��r ���.fs:sth'i,\�i �6i:�6)::::: lill! fl���f. :a'iis(M�. (��':.::::::::::: i� American descendants, the yellow race or Chinese and may be seen in our rapid increase in wealth and population, 
t�����.���l':;�:�ogf\5)::::: lrs ���:;-t;Ii��;:�.;'��reb���:::::::::: lllll Japanese, and the negroes. The whites have the advantage and in the rapid conquest of vast areas lately a wilderness, 
L!ght. �he oxycalcjum (13) ........ 138 Volcapoes. mi!,-iatnre (24) .. . ... . . . 138 of intelligence and ability to bear cold climates' but they now overspread by fertile farms, dotted with thrifty towns Lightnmll'. protectIOn from ....... 128 Washmgton LIfe Insurance Co ... 138 ' 
���':t�s�Iir'i;;i�;ti?{). �f:: :::::::: l� �f;:;tt�W:�r�I��:���ge.::::: l� cannot endure tropical heats. Negroes possess physical and rising cities, knit together by railways and telegraph 
Mercury.subnitrateof (2�) ........ 138 Wood. seasoning (45) ..... ..... . 139 vigor; but as regards bearing cold and heat, they are the re- lines. The time has come, however, when our need is not so 
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verse of the whites. The Chinese can exist in all latitudes, much empty handed emigrants, however stout and willing 
but they lack courage and progressiveness. The mingling to work. as men of a higher intellectual and financial grade, 
of the three races will therefore never be complete; and al- men with capital to invest, men capable of taking a more 
though, ten centuries hence, hybrid peoples of every degree important part in the discovery and development of our ma
will be found in Africa, in China, and in the north of terial resources. The old world is full of men of this sort, 
Europe and America, the primitive races will predominate. men of culture and enterprise, with money to sustain both, 

Before the far more remote period designated in the second who are on the outlook for opportunities for the exercise of 
question shall arrive, great changes may, as we have already thei.r talents. There is no better way to reach such men, 
intimated, occur. The entire habitable surface of the globe and give them a favorab�e impression of our country and 
may be altered by the depressions and elevations of its sur- people, than to be well represented at all the local centers of 
face, constantly, though slowly, in progress. New diseases activity and culture. Our government pUblications are re
may sweep off whole nations, or the race itself. The acw- plete with matter of great interest and value; and it is a wise 
mulation of ice at the poles may produce changes in win�, policy whick secures their distribution among the libraries 
in currents, eventually in climate; and another glacial period of the world, particularly among those of the scientific 
may supervene, the effect of which would be to drive all or- societies. There is that scattereth. and yet increaseth: and 
,ganized beings toward the equator; and this change in habi- the converse is equally true, as the same ancient experience 
tation would result in the extinction of many species. Our discovered. There is that withholdeth more than is meet, 
entire solar system is moving with great rapidity in a cer- but it tendeth to poverty. 
tain direction. It may enter a warmer or colder part of the It is to be hoped that the ostentatious economy (?) that 
Universe, or the sun may blaze up and be destroyed, as did broke out in Washington awhile ago will pass away before 
that other sun in the constellation of the Swan quite recently. this relatively inexpensive yet profitable policy, in dealing 
But setting aside these hypothetical cases, let us see what with Science at home and abroad, is completely reversed. 
Science predicts as absolutely certain: .. I., .. 

Through the oxidizing action of the air and by human labor, PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS FROM LIGHTNING. 

the quantity of metals and coal on the surface of the earth Under this head, the English journals publish an abstract 
is constantly being diminished. Undoubtedly as this occurs, of a paper by Professor J. Clerk-Maxwell, which is likely, 
new ways of working mines to great depth and of utilizing I on account of the high reputation of its author as a scientist, 
natural metallic oxides will be discovered; but these re- I to disturb the minds of many who have no very clear con
sources can never be so advantageous as those we now enjoy. I ception of the nature of electricity. The Professor states 
As they become rare, so will population diminish and indus- first that it appears to him that the extension of a lightning 
tries decrease; and this result will be the more marked in conductor above the highest part of a building. connected at 
countries depending upon such resources. We know that its lower extremity with conducting strata underground, and 
the ten-estrial surface is constantly diminishing, and elevated thus tapping the electricity, is calculated rather to protect 
regions are being lowered through the incessant action of the surrounding country, and to relieve the clouds, than to 
water, ice, and air. The earthy matter, washed or ground: protect the building. 
away, is carried to the sea, which is thus filling up. The 1 This idea is in direct conflict with experience, which has 
result, however, will be a total submersion of the land as it taught us that buildings protected by well constructed light
now exists, and the destruction of all organized beings which ning rods are nev�r damaged, but that the surrounding 
live thereon or in fresh water. But the human species, be- buildings have often been struck; and hence we have the 
cause of its intelligence, will survive longest; and perhaps well established maxim that the protecting influence of a 
the last man will yield up his life on some isolated coral reef lightning rod extends around it in a radius of 50, 100, 150, 
in the vast waste of water. Before this extreme period is or more feet, according to the height of the rod, and other 
reached, however, as the treasures of the earth disappear in incidental circumstances sometimes difficult to define. 
certain localities, people will seek them elsewhere; and thus Whenever a house provided with a lightning rod has been 
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struck, it has invariably been proved that the rod was in de-I of experience and observation, as well as on theory. In read-

I 
which had not), he exhibited all the symptoms of that disease. 

fective condition; and defects in this regard are more com- ing over this instructive discussion, we cannot help being Another person is reported to have shown all the signs of 
mon than is generally suspected. Professor Maxwell goes struck by the fact that, with all our progress in the science collapse from loss of blood, from the suppositious idea that 
on to state what, according to his ideas, would be required of dynamic electricity, and iU applications to telegraphy, he was bleeding to death. As regards the animals fattened 
to prevent the possibility of a discharge within a certain re- electro-plating, artificial light, etc., we know little more of under the glass, all the circumstances go to show that the 
gion. Take for instance a gunpowder manufactory. He static electricity than we did seventy-five years ago: while result was due to their enforced quiescence, their shelter 
says that it would be sufficient to surround it with conduct- our forefathers' heads were clear on the subjects of static and 

I
' from the weather, and their free exposure to the sun. 

ing material, to coat the roof, walls, and ground floor with atmospheric electricity, more so than those of our present It is hardly necessary to add that in our opinion the use of 
thick sheet copper, and make no earth connection. He even professors, and milch more so than the heads of our modern; blue glass, as advocated by General Pleasonton, is devoid 
proposes to isolate the building and its contents with a layer lightning rod men, who, by their lamentable ignorance, have of benefit. 
of asphaltum. He says that if the building were struck it done much to bring lightning rods into disrepute among 
would remain charged, and that a person standing on the many classes. HOW WE ARE ABLE TO DO IT, 

ground outside, and touching the wall, might receive a I .. j • I .. Hitherto the price of technical publications, esp ecially in 
shock, but that no electrical effect would be perceived inside THE BLUE GLASS DECEPTION. the departments of mechanics, engineering, and the chemica. 
the building. We need hardly say that the execution of I In our last issue, we reviewed the alleged capabilities of sun- arts, has been relatively very high, and for good reasons. 
such a proposal would be so expensive as to make its practi- j light filtered through blue glass, in causing plants to grow, The original cost of such matter is usually many times 
cal application objectionable on acconnt of the cost; but we • etc.; and by reference to numerous experiments, we reached j greater than for matter of a purely literary character; the 
must point out that the arrangement would lack one of the' the conclusion that the light transmitted through the violet- tables and engraved illustrations are expensive; the market 
main virtues of: good lightning rod, namely, the gradual i blue glass is nothing more than normal sunlight diminished for technical works is limited. and their sale for the most 
and silent discharge of atmospheric electricity, and also that' in intensity. We propose in the following to finish our dis- part very slow. Consequently it has been impossible for 
from thunderclouds, thus making explosive discharges less' cussion by examining into the effects of light and darkness publishers to offer such works at anything like the price at 
destructive, if not preventing them entirely. It would ap- I upon organisms. And we may especially here recall the fact which ordinary works of the same size would afford a profit. 
pear that Professor Maxwell wishes to prevent this dis- I that General Pleasonton claims that not only does the blue The actual cost of each copy of an edition of a technical 
charge, and desires to charge the isolated gunpowder maga- l light stimulate growth, but that it is a positive remedial I treatise may be, say, ten dollars, four fifths of which will 
zine with the electricity of the cloud; but he forgets the agent for such severe ailments as spinal meningitis, nervous have gone for composition, engravings, etc., b efore the work 
vicinity of the conducting earth under the layer of asphal- 'irritation and exhaustion, rheumatism, hemorrhage of . the is put upon the printing press; the other fifth will cover the 
tUm. The surface of the earth always becomes charged by I lungs, deafness, partial paralysis, shock due to severe con- cost of paper, printing, binding, and the author's pay. If 
induction when an electrically charged cloud is over it; and i tmton,c and others, of all of which he cites cases. the sale of the work IS at all slow or doubtful, the publisher 
if, according to Professor Maxwell's proposition, the powder I Th!) theory tJ:1at various color�d lights exercise different will have to charge from fifteen to twenty dollars a copy to 
magazine were isolated, and charged from the cloud, it would' effects on the human system is an old one. In 1831, Dr. get his money back. But if, instead of an edition of a thou
only serve to make the induced charge of the earth's surface I Newbery of this city asserted that yellow light stimulates sand copies, it is p ossible to sell promptly ten, twenty, or fifty 
stronger in proportion as the powder magazine is nearer to the 

I 
the nervous, pink the nutritive, and blue the locomotive thousand copies, the cost of each volume will be very mate

earth than to the cloud, of which, electrically speaking, the' temperament; and recently Dr. Ponza, an Italian physician, rially reduced. While the smaller element of the cost re
powder magazine would become a part. If there were no con- : has asserted that lunatics are greatly affected by being mains substantially unchanged, the larger will be distributed 
nection between the cloud and the magazine, layers of dry air I placed in different colored rooms. Red light, Dr. Ponza over ten, twenty, or :fifty times as many copies, the share for 
intervening, the powder magazine, being placed between the: says, removes feelings of depression, blue induces calmness; each being proportionately reduced. In other words, the first 
negative earth and the positiv� cloud, would not have its' and by violet light a crazy person was in one day cured. cost of each copy will be not two dollars plus eight dollars, 
charge equally distributed, but its floor would have an excess It is a thoroughly demonstrated fact that light is an im- but two dollars plus eighty cents, forty cents, twenty cents, 
of positiVI( electricity, and its roof an excess of comparatively portant vital stimulant ; and that, if its operation be excluded, or even less, according to the number sold. Hence the publish
negative electricity. If a bet tel' communication, by means the development of the healthy bodily structure is arrested er can afford to sell the work for very much less than fifteen 
of moist air, were established with t,he cloud, so as to neu- Naturalists tell us that in the absence of light the trans- dollars-perhaps for half what each b ook would have cost 
tralize the negative electricity and charge the whole pow- formation of a tadpole into a frog is stopped, and the reptile him in an ordinary edition. The same conditions hold good 
del' magazine with positive electricity, the danger would be remains a tadpole. Plants in darkness become blanched and in all cases, whether the first cost be ten dollars or one dollar, 
of a different nature. Having the same charge as the cloud, stunted in growth; the process of fixing the carbon in their the essential factors in determining cheapness being large 
and being, as we have stated, a part of the same, its antago- ! tissues is arrested, a modification of the coloring principle editions and a ready sale. 
nist is now the earth; and a discharge between the gunpow-

I 
takes place, and they appear whlte instead of green. The Still another and often very important reduction in the 

del' mill and the earth, through or along the asphaltum isolater, sad effects of deprivation of sunlight are especially 0 bserv- cost of printed matter, technical or other, can be effected by 
is now to be feared, changing suddenly the electric condition able among those who live in crowded alleys or cellars, or choosing a form economical for printing, and a more com
of the magazine. We ask if this may not be undesirable, or who work in mines, where the light of the sun seldom or pact yet still legible type; and by dispensing with cloth or 
even dangerous? Certainly, if this be considered an open never penetrates. The total exclusion of the sun's beams other binding, a further very considerable saving can be 
question, it will be more safe not to run the risk. produces an impoverished and disordered state of the blood, made. Given, then, a form of pUblication like the SeIEN-

Professor Maxwell goes further on to state that it is unneces- emaciation, muscular debility, and the diseases due to im- TIFIC AMERICAN and a large circulation, it is easily possible 
sary to connect large masses of metal, such as engines, tanks, I perfect nutrition. to furnish, as we do each year, an amount of valuable and 
etc., in the building. But if any conductors communicating! On the other hand, it is known that for certain purposes timely matter, many times greater than could be afforded for 
with outside objects, such as gas or water pipes, telegraph, darkness or shaded light is advantageous to the bodily con- the money through the usual channels of the trade. 
wires, etc., en tel', the y must be connected. This is a very 

I
' dition. Fowls, for instance, may be fattened much more The same is shown even more strikingly in the SCIENTIFIC 

curious statement. What now becomes of the isolation, rapidly in the dark, and it would seem that the absence of AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, in which is furnished for five dol
on which, according to Professor Maxwell, the safety prin-,light exercises a very great influence over the power pos- lars a year an array of useful and instructive matter fully 
cipally depends? If the gunpowder mill be connected with' sessed by food in increasing the size of animals. It likewise equivalent to fourteen ordinary volumes of five hundred 
the earth, it can no more be charged like the cloud, but will, I seems to exercise a soothing and quieting influence, increas- pages each, with something like two hundred engravings to 
by induction, possess the opposite electricity, and the chances , ing the disposition of animals to take rest, making less food I each volume, many of them very hrge and costly. An ex
of explosive discharge will be made much greater. The great- I necessary, and causing them to store up more nutriment in I amination of the tables of contents given with the two vol
er or less danger from such explosive discharges depends en- the form of fat and muscle. Now, if the organism to be I umes for 1876 will discover the titles of about ten thousand 
tirely on the degree of perfection of the ground connections; 'treated is subjected to light, all of which is filtered through separate articles, a large number of them elaborate memoirs, 
these may be good enough to draw slowly the negative elec- I blue violet glass, then, as we have previously demonstrated, fur which in the ordinary form, in paper, the price would b e  
tricity from the ground, induced b y  a positively charged i t  i s  i n  light which i s  considerably shaded. And very prob- from :fifty cents to a dollar each. I n  addition to numerous 
cloud floating over the building, which would also charge! ably to this cause-and not at all to the peculiar hue of the original and timely articles of great value from the ablest 
the building strongly by induction; but these very connec- ! light-is to be attributed the quieting influence on nervous American engineers and scientists, the SCIENTIFIC AMERI
tions may be utterly inadequate to discharge suddenly a and insane people which Dr. Ponza has remarked ' CAN SUPPLEMENT is giving from week to week either a full 
large quantity of electricity flashing from the cloud to the But General Pleasonton does not use blue-violet glass alone. : reprint or a critical abstract of all the best contributions to all 
building: in which case the current is not confined to the On the contrary, he employs a combination of blue light and the leading scientific and technical publications of the world 
lightning rod, but takes an additional path, any that it can pure sunlight, the latter very much preponderating. In his: -matter which cannot be had in any other form for ten times 
tind, and so does the damage. Professor Clerk-Maxwell says, grapery, for example, only every eighth row of panes is the price we charge for it. The ability to do all this with 
fnrther, that no telegraph wire from without should be con-I blue. The mingled light consequently is merely pure sun- profit to ourselves hinges on the single condition-a wide 
nected with nor enter a powder mill, as it would make the light, very slightly shaded; and the animal or plant exposed and certain market. 
telegraph useless; we would add another important reason- simply takes a sun bath-the solarium of the ancients, who, Thanks to the co-operation of the thousands who subscribe 
namely, that sparks of atmospheric electricity entering the knowing the vivifying influence of the sunbeams, had ter- , for the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and the SUPPLEMENT, we are 
mill by telegraph wire, as they often do telegraph offices, races built on the tops of their houses so that they might 

I
! able to do what many have dreamed of bu t despaired of ac

would be dangerous visitors. bask in them. This sun treatment is now frequently recom- complishing, and that is to lay before an increasingly intelli-
In order to avoid the expense of covering a whole powder mended by physicians for nervous d iseases. Dr. Hammond, ! gent public, valuable scientific matter at a price which rivals 

mill with sheet copper, the Professor finally suggested sur- in one of his lectures, says: "In convalescence from almost I that of the cheap story paper. Relatively, the readers of 
rounding it with a network of copper rods, one fourth of an all diseases, it acts, unless too intense or too long-continued, Science are yet few in comparison with those who content 
inch in diameter, the rods passing round the foundation and as a most healthful stimulant, both to the nervous and phys- themselves with trash; but their number is increasing, and 
IIp each of the corners and gables, and along the ridges. He ical systems. * * * The delirium and weakness, by no with them the possibility of printing Science for the million 
also proposes to build the copper wire in the wall to prevent i means seldom met with in convalescents kept in darkness, at a price within the means of all. 
theft, and recommends that it be connected with all metals j disappear like magic when the rays of the sun are allowed Our readers will bear witness that, from year to year, as 
on the outside of the house, such as sheet lead, rainwater, to enter the cham bel'. " the range of scientific readers has widened, there has been a 
pipes, etc., and also with the gas and water pipes in the I To recapitulate in brief, General Pleasonton's claims, of corresponding improvement in the scope and value of the 
building; but if these be not present, he says that there is no I any superior powers for blue glass on account of the color reading matter and illustrations given in this paper. It is our 
necessity to take any pains to facilitate an escape of the i which it produces in transmitted light, are, when tested by purpose to maintain the same progressive character in the 
electricity into the earth; neitb.er is it, he thinks, advisable the result of previous investigations, unfounded In some future, giving our readers the full benefit of the cheapening 
to erect a tall conductor with a sharp point, to relieve the instances, where it is desirable to reduce the intensity of the effect of increased circulation by furnishing, so far as possi
thunderclouds of their charges. light, blue glass may be used; but any other mode of shad- ble, more and better matter for the same SUbscription price. 

Now with all respect to Professor Maxwell, we must re- ing the light, as by ground ghss, thin curtains, etc., would Thus we make it for the personal advantage of each and 
mark that all this is a mere rehash of a very old discussion without doubt serve equally as well The cures produced every reader to do what he can to enlist the interest of other 
on a question which was thoroughly ventilated and disposed, are ascribable to two causes: first, to the healthy influence readers. 
of some seventy-five years ago, as will be found on reference 

I
I of the sun bath, and secondly, to the very powerful influence .. j • I ... 

to Gilbert's" Annalen del' Physie," volumes VIII. and IX., of the patient's imagination. There are abundant cases No CONNECTION WITH THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.-We 
wherein is described a controversy between Professors Wolf, 

I 
known where imagination has so powerfully affected the learn that certain parties in Chicago have set up a soliciting 

of Hanover, and Reimann. Professor Wolf attacked the body as to caUse death. business under the title of Munn & Co. 
then increasing notion that tall conductors with sharp points E xperiments upon criminals have shown that in one in- We beg to inform our patrons that the Chicago concern 
were needless and even dangerous; the latter defended their I stance, where a person was placed in a bed which, he was I has no connection with the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN or the 
use, and attempted to prove their effectiveness on the basis I informed, had just been vacated by a cholera patient (but l publishers of this paper. 
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